
FLR# Title -- Author -- Publisher : Year Price

0485CW3 300 step-by-step cooking & gardening projects for kids : the ultimate book for budding 

gardeners and super chefs with amazing things to grow and cook yourself, shown in over 2300 

photographs -- McDougall, Nancy (Food writer)

 $     21.30 

Adolf Hitler -- Price, Sean >> Examines the life and misdeeds of German leader Adolf Hitler

Aesop, just in rhyme : a new, humorous version of the great fables for readers of all ages -- 

Murphy, John W 

Alien abductions : the unsolved mystery -- McCormick, Lisa Wade

Amazing gadgets -- Orme, David

American Heritage book of great American speeches for young people

Amusement park rides -- Mitchell, Susan K >>  ten of the most thrilling roller coasters in the 

world

Anacondas : on the hunt -- Polydoros, Lori

Awesome freestyle BMX tricks & stunts -- Polydoros, Lori

Awesome skateboard : tricks & stunts -- Polydoros, Lori

Bad luck bridesmaid -- Gallagher, Diana G

Basketball legends -- Woods, Mark

Beagles -- Gagne, Tammy

Describes the history, physical features, temperament, and care of the beagle breed.

Behind the racks : exploring the secrets of a shopping mall -- Enz, Tammy

Benched -- Watson, Cristy >> Cody and his friends get caught up in gang activity when they 

steal a park bench.

Beyond repair -- Peterson, Lois Cook

Cam has been taking care of his family since his father's death, but when the man who killed 

his father seems to be stalking the family, Cam fears he is unable to handle the task and is 

unsure where to turn for help.

Beyond the bars : exploring the secrets of a police station -- Enz, Tammy

Big talk : poems for four voices -- Fleischman, Paul

Black stars in a white night sky -- Lawson, JonArno  >>  humorous and thought-provoking 

poems for young readers 

Blizzards and winter storms -- Stewart, Mark

Blood is thicker -- Langan, Paul

Hakeem Randall, already upset by his father's illness, and his family's move to Detroit, finds 

his anger reaching a boiling point when he is forced to share a bedroom with his moody and 

secretive cousin Savon, a childhood friend who soon becomes an enemy.

Bo Diddley : rock & roll all-star -- Roza, Greg

Board rebel -- Maddox, Jake

When Tanner moves to an exclusive new town he misses his old skate park, but with the help 

of the town bully and another new friend, Tanner thinks he can figure out a way to get a skate 

park built in Woodville.

Boxers -- Gagne, Tammy

Describes the history, physical features, temperament, and care of the boxer breed.

Breaking point -- Folan, Karyn Langhorne

Vicky Fallon feels her life spinning out of control when her father loses his job, her troubled 

little brother is kicked out of school, her grades start to fall, and her parents start to fight, and 

as she struggles to hold everything together, Vicky fears she is about to lose everything.

29537C4  $     21.75 

18106MX  $     26.39 

00096V5  $     19.54 

39477L1  $     17.45 

35336W5  $     21.61 

00814P4  $     23.30 

00085V1  $     19.54 

0339NJ0  $     19.54 

0339QJ2  $     19.54 

00728V3  $     19.04 

29618M6  $     13.51 

00109V5  $     20.54 

29857J0  $     19.54 

0226TN8  $       6.58 

0226ZN1  $     14.46 

29858J8  $     19.54 

09300K1  $     16.19 

01713V5  $     14.46 

14747W9  $     23.30 

08744U5  $       3.89 

39463C2  $     18.99 

28247T9  $     18.04 

00110V6  $     20.54 

0367CV2  $       3.89 



Brothers in arms -- Langan, Paul

When his eight-year-old brother is killed in a drive-by shooting, Hispanic teenager Martin Luna 

is torn between his thirst for revenge and the pleas of his mother, teacher, and girlfriend for 

him to resist becoming a gangbanger.

Camera operator -- Horn, Geoffrey M >> camera operators and their role in the creation of 

movies, television shows, music videos, and commercials and the coverage of sporting events, 

weddings, and other functions.

Castles -- Murrell, Deborah Jane >>  illustrated discussion of medieval castles

Cheer captain -- Maddox, Jake

Julia is nervous about starting a new school, even though her best friend Ava has offered to 

help her practice for cheerleading tryouts, but when Julia learns they both want to become 

captain, she fears their friendship will not survive the competition.

Chihuahuas -- Gagne, Tammy

Describes the history, physical features, temperament, and care of the Chihuahua breed.

A child's anthology of poetry

Classic poetry : an illustrated collection

A collection of favorite poems by such writers as William Shakespeare, Emily Dickinson, 

Edward Lear, Walt Whitman, and Langston Hughes, with portraits of the poets, brief 

biographical background, and illustrations.

Construction worker -- Horn, Geoffrey M

Describes what it is like to be a construction worker, discussing the skills and requirements of 

construction careers, with on-the-job profiles, sidebars, a fact file, photographs, and sources 

of additional information.

Cracked -- Bossley, Michele Martin >> Trevor, Nick, and Courtney have to solve the mystery of 

the bobsled saboteur.

Creating the character : dialogue and characterization -- Bodden, Valerie

Examines prose writing, and focuses on writing strong characters, and discusses heroes, 

villians, minor characters, and other related topics; and includes example excerpts from well 

known authors including Jane Austen.

The creative collection of American short stories

An illustrated collection of seventeen American short stories by authors who helped define 

and develop the form, including Mark Twain, Ambrose Bierce, Shirley Jackson, Alice Walker, 

and others.

Crocodiles : on the hunt -- Polydoros, Lori

Describes crocodiles, their physical features, how they hunt and kill, and their role in the 

ecosystem.

Cross my heart and hope to spy -- Carter, Ally

Genius Cammie Morgan begins the spring semester of her sophomore year with many 

questions about her ex-boyfriend, mother, and the last term, and intends to use her spying 

abilities to have them answered.

Crossing the line -- Alegria, Malin

When Fabiola's sister Alexis joins her at Dos Rios High, she warns her away from the 

troublemaking superjock Dex Andrews, but Alexis does not listen, and soon it is up to Fabiola 

to make things right, even if it means breaking her sister's heart.

Custom cars : the ins and outs of tuners, hot rods, and other muscle cars -- McCollum, Sean

12073V3  $       3.89 

13223Y1  $     19.55 

17155W1  $     19.55 

0338PJ9  $     18.04 

27040Y3  $     20.54 

20208H6  $     22.14 

03007Z1  $     16.81 

26981W4  $     19.55 

20955T2  $     12.76 

11638W0  $     25.01 

0353GA9  $     24.66 

03299Z4  $     19.54 

18216X1  $       5.84 

0291HY7  $       3.89 

03346W1  $     23.54 



A photographic introduction to custom cars, discussing the history and modern-day 

incarnations of hot rods, tuners, muscle cars, lowriders, and others.

Desert survival guide -- Hubbard, Ben

Introduces young readers to deserts by describing how to survive if stranded in a desert, 

discussing finding water, shelter, fire, finding food, dangerous animals, body protection, and 

rescue.

The diary of a young girl -- Frank, Anne

A thirteen-year-old Dutch-Jewish girl records her impressions of the two years she and seven 

others spent hiding from the Nazis before they were discovered and taken to concentration 

camps. Includes entries previously omitted.

The diary of a young girl : the definitive edition -- Frank, Anne

A thirteen-year-old Dutch-Jewish girl records her impressions of the two years she and seven 

others spent hiding from the Nazis before they were discovered and taken to concentration 

camps. Includes entries previously omitted.

Do you know where your water has been? : the disgusting story behind what you're drinking 

-- Barnhill, Kelly Regan

Describes how water is purified before it comes into the home and the effects of unclean 

water on the body.

Don't judge a girl by her cover -- Carter, Ally

Cammie Morgan visits her roommate Macey in Boston and the two escape a kidnappers' plot 

using their espionage skills, and when Macey goes on the campaign trail with her father, the 

vice-presidential nominee, Cammie and other friends use their spy training as part of the 

security team.

Drew Brees -- Portman, Michael

A brief profile of the life of Drew Brees that discusses his childhood, family, college football 

experiences, professional career, and charity work.

The Earl & the fairy. 1 -- Ayuko

Fairy doctor Lydia Carlton is rescued from kidnappers by Edgar Ashenbert, a descendent of the 

human ruler of the fairy world, and gets caught up in a dangerous quest to recover the sword 

of the Blue Knight Earl and help Edgar regain his birthright.

The Earl & the fairy. 2 -- Ayuko

Lydia travels with Edgar and his companions to the Isle of Manan, formerly the home of the 

Blue Knight Earl, but even if they can make it past the merfolk who surround the island, Edgar 

could face death if it turns out he is not the true heir to the Earldom.

The Earl & the fairy. 3 -- Ayuko

Following their adventure on the Isle of Manan, Lydia and Edgar return to London only to find 

the city in terror of the Fogman, who is snatching children from all over the city at night and 

may have a connection to Edgar's dark past.

The Earl & the fairy. 4 -- Ayuko

Having been entrapped by Rosalie, a dangrous young woman who wants Edgar to herself, 

Lydia realizes that she is in the warehouse where Edgar was first enslaved as a child and she 

must discover the secrets of Edgar's past before she falls victim to the warehouse's owner.

Empty -- Weyn, Suzanne

03346W1  $     23.54 

39639G0  $     20.00 

33210X2  $     11.61 

38084X8  $     13.41 

18749Y8  $     20.54 

29544HX  $       5.84 

0420LD9  $     19.01 

0272JV2  $       8.54 

0095EZX  $       8.54 

0095FZ7  $       8.54 

0095GZ4  $       8.54 

0361YC9  $     15.34 



When, just ten years in the future, oil supplies run out and global warming leads to 

devastating storms, senior high school classmates Tom, Niki, Gwen, Hector, and Brock realize 

that the world as they know it is ending and lead the way to a more environmentally-friendly 

society.

The Everyman anthology of poetry for children --

A collection of poems about music and dancing, childhood and youth, love and death.

The fallen -- Langan, Paul

Martin Luna's entire life changes as he tries to deal with the shooting death of his little 

brother and those who will stop at nothing to ensure his silence.

Falling too fast -- Alegria, Malin

When Alexis, who dreams of becoming a famous singer, develops a crush on the lead singer of 

a band from another high school, she is willing to do anything to capture his attention.

Fetch this book : train your dog to do almost anything -- Gewirtz, Elaine Waldorf

A guide to dog training that provides tips on training a dog to follow basic commands such as 

"sit" and "come" and explains how to teach a dog to play games, perform tricks, or prepare 

for competitive dog shows.

Finding Zasha -- Barrow, Randi G

Twelve-year-old Ivan has escaped from the siege of Leningrad, but when the town he has 

taken refuge in is occupied by Hitler's troops, he sees his chance to help the partisans he has 

met--and to rescue to German shepherd puppies, Zasha and Thor, from the cruel Commander 

Recht.

A fire in my hands : poems -- Soto, Gary

Presents a collection of poems by well-known children's writer Gary Soto that capture the 

essence of everyday life.

First semester -- Cross, Cecil R

James "JD" Dawson arrives at University of Atlanta hoping for a fresh start and a chance to 

make something of himself, but when he starts partying more than studying, his habits soon 

endanger his future at the college, until, with the help of a beautiful tutor, JD realizes it is time 

to grow up.

Garbage, waste, dumps, and you : the disgusting story behind what we leave behind -- 

Miller, Connie Colwell

Describes how garbage and trash has been discarded throughout history and what happens to 

the trash that is put into dumps.

Gardening -- {Boy Scouts of America}

Presents information and requirements for earning the Boy Scout merit badge in gardening.

Ghosts -- Hamilton, Sue L.

Simple text and photographs examines the history of the belief in ghosts and discuss spirit 

shapes, ghost hunters, skeptics, apparitions in motion pictures, and other related topics.

Ghosts : the unsolved mystery -- McCormick, Lisa Wade

Explores some of the unexplained mysteries about ghosts and ghostly phenomena.

Haunted houses : the unsolved mystery -- McCormick, Lisa Wade

Presents the mystery of haunted houses, including current theories and examples.

High flight : a story of World War II -- Granfield, Linda

The story of John Magee, a young Canadian flyer killed in Britain during World War II.

Honeybee : poems & short prose -- Nye, Naomi Shihab

0361YC9  $     15.34 

19196G2  $     15.35 

0217PU7  $       3.89 

0885GA0  $       3.89 

0487EA0  $     29.76 

0540PE1  $     14.49 

0363EV1  $     18.41 

39833Y5  $       6.49 

12429Y1  $     20.54 

5.68E+12  $       4.60 

0322TA0  $     18.95 

04461Z2  $     19.54 

00099V7  $     19.54 

23722J2  $     14.46 

14537V3  $     14.49 



A collection of poems and short prose pieces in which Naomi Shihab Nye reflects on the topics 

that are most important to people, including love, memories, war, and the planet.

I am phoenix : poems for two voices -- Fleischman, Paul

A collection of poems about birds to be read aloud by two voices.

I'd tell you I love you, but then I'd have to kill you -- Carter, Ally

As a sophomore at a secret spy school and the daughter of a former CIA operative, Cammie is 

sheltered from "normal teenage life" until she meets a local boy while on a class surveillance 

mission.

Idi Amin -- Dougherty, Steve

Examines the life and misdeeds of Ugandan military leader Idi Amin, discussing the 

devastating effects of his policies on the country and its people.

The invisible me : plays about self-image -- Gourley, Catherine

Contains dramatic text for two plays that addresses issues of self-perception in children, 

including "Small Man Sam," and "Purr-fect," along with discussion questions, and comic book-

style illustrations.

Learn to speak music -- Crossingham, John

An introduction to popular music that explains how music is made and explores every stage of 

the music-making process, from songwriting and recording music to setting up a practice 

space and shooting a video.

Life and death : a collection of classic poetry and prose

Collects approximately 130 selections of poetry and prose by seventy-six poets, including 

William Shakespeare, John Milton, William Wordsworth, John Keats, Emily Dickinson, and 

Walt Whitman, which explore the themes of life and death.

Little giant book of side-splitters -- Rosenbloom, Joseph

Presents hundreds of knock-knock, tongue-twister, and other types of jokes with such 

subjects as monkeys, monsters, and Martians.

Lively plays for young actors : 12 one-act comedies for stage performance -- Hamlett, 

Christina

Contains twelve plays for children, including fairy tales, Christmas plays, and comedies, with 

information on staging, costumes, and props.

Mao Zedong -- Heuston, Kimberley Burton

Examines the life and misdeeds of Chinese leader Mao Zedong, charging that his efforts to 

turn China into an industrial powerhouse cost millions of lives and led to a devastating famine.

A matter of trust -- Schraff, Anne E

At Bluford High, Darcy Wills and Brisana Meeks, who used to be friends, become bitter rivals, 

especially when Darcy finds out the Brisana wants her boyfriend.

More ten-minute plays for middle school performers : plays for a variety of cast sizes -- 

Young, Rebecca

Contains scripts for eighteen ten-minute plays for performance by middle school boys and 

girls.

Next semester -- Cross, Cecil R

James "JD" Dawson struggles to make the right choices during the second semester of his 

freshman year at the University of Atlanta, but when his academic future depends on a class 

assignment to help Kat get elected student-body president, JD will have to determine who he 

can trust.

No second chances -- Alegria, Malin

14537V3  $     14.49 

37469W0  $     11.61 

15407T7  $       6.49 

29544C9  $     21.75 

39662G9  $     20.00 

12044C6  $     23.81 

26179U6  $       6.15 

39507Z7  $       5.96 

22424G1  $     19.44 

29548C8  $     21.75 

24749U0  $       3.89 

0039NQ4  $     15.31 

08583Y5  $       6.49 

0885HA8  $       3.89 



During a tumultuous time for the Garzas, a family living in Dos Rios, Texas, cousin Santiago 

finds himself in trouble and Fabi and Alexis try to help him before the damage becomes 

irreversible.

No way out -- Kern, Peggy

Afraid of being taken from his grandmother and placed in a foster home, Harold Davis, a 

Bluford High freshman, begins to work for the neighborhood drug dealer, Londell James, but 

Harold's choice leads him to world more dangerous than he could have imagined.

Old Possum's book of practical cats -- Eliot, T. S. (Thomas Stearns)

Contains fifteen poems about cats. Originally written for the author's godchildren.

One hundred years of poetry for children

A collection of poems gathered from approximately 150 different twentieth-century poets 

who either wrote for children, or who wrote poems that children have enjoyed.

Only the good spy young -- Carter, Ally

Cammie Morgan questions the loyalty of her classmates and friends after she learns that one 

of her most trusted allies is actually a double-agent, and now danger follows her everywhere.

Out of sight, out of time -- Carter, Ally

Cammie Morgan wakes up in an alpine convent and realizes that she has no memory of the 

several months that have passed since she left Gallagher Academy to protect her friends and 

family from an ancient organization known as the Circle of Cavan.

The Oxford book of children's verse in America

A collection of American poems written for children or traditionally enjoyed by children, by 

such authors as Longfellow, Poe, Eugene Field, Langston Hughes, Dr. Seuss, and Jack Prelutsky.

The Oxford book of story poems

A collection of narrative poems for children includes short poems, famous poems, and new 

poems.

Paper bird : poems -- Behn, Robin {IL 5-8, 811} -- Texas Tech University Press, 1988., RL 5.7, 

79p

Contains a collection of poetry by author Robin Behn, who uses drowning as the central 

metaphor of her work.

Payback -- Langan, Paul

Bluford freshman Tyray Hobbs, the class bully and tormentor of Darrell Mercer, is determined 

to get revenge on Darrell, the only boy who ever stood up to Tyray.

Poetry matters : writing a poem from the inside out -- Fletcher, Ralph J

Provides children with practical advice on how to write poems.

Pretty ugly -- Folan, Karyn Langhorne

High school student Jamee Wills, having become the target of bullies after trying to stop them 

from teasing the shy new girl Angel McAllister, struggles to decide how to handle the 

situation.

The promise -- Taylor, Chandra Sparks

The rumor mill gets busy when seventeen-year-old Courtland Murphy breaks up with 

basketball player Allen Benson, who has enlisted his fellow players in making her life 

miserable, but new star player Aidan Calhoun makes it clear he supports her involvement in 

the Worth-the-Wait club, and though Courtland has vowed not to date another athlete, she 

finds herself falling fast.

Putting on a show : theater for young people -- McDonnell, Kathleen

0885HA8  $       3.89 

0367AV8  $       3.89 

30198W4  $     13.51 

0285MF8  $     18.01 

0205QU6  $       5.84 

0828PE5  $       5.84 

05768LX  $     43.25 

0287DF5  $     23.41 

37146D4  $     15.95 

23026U3  $       3.89 

38410VX  $     11.61 

0367EV7  $       5.14 

29371FX  $       6.49 

32672W4  $     17.91 



Presents a collection of four plays complete with stage directions, photographs of previous 

performances, and an explanation of theater terms.

Quince clash -- Alegria, Malin

Hoping to celebrate her quinceanera abroad instead of having a traditional party, Fabi clashes 

with a mean-spirited rival and resolves to put the girl and her squad of friends to shame with 

the biggest quince the town has ever seen.

Saving Zasha -- Barrow, Randi G 

In 1945 Russia, those who own German shepherds are considered traitors, but thirteen-year-

old Mikhail and his family are determined to keep the dog a dying man brought them, while 

his classmate Katia strives to learn his secret.

Schooled -- Langan, Paul

Lionel Shephard dreams of joining the NBA, but while his father disapproves of his plans, his 

teachers are threatening to fail him--unaware of his poor reading abilities--and Lionel needs to 

decide how far he is willing to go for his dreams.

Screenwriting : a practical guide to pursuing the art -- Skog, Jason

A guide to pursuing the art of screenwriting, with advice on education, writing for various 

media, and other topics; includes profiles of working screenwriters.

Search for safety -- Langan, John

Ben McKee desperately tries to find a way to get himself and his mother out of an abusive 

situation after his mom marries Larry Taylor.

Shattered -- Langan, Paul

Teenager Darcy Wills must deal with painful secrets from her past in order to save her family 

and her friendships.

Someone to love me -- Schraff, Anne E

Cindy Gibson, an African-American teenager struggling with her mother's neglect and her 

mother's boyfriend's emotional abuse, must find strength she did not know she had when the 

boy she thought would be her savior begins beating her.

Sonnets from Aesop -- Goldhaber, Judith

A collection of one hundred sonnets by Judith Goldhaber that were inspired by Aesop's 

timeless fables.

Speak with success : a student's step-by-step guide to fearless public speaking -- Benjamin, 

Susan J

A practical guide for students that provides strategies for effective public speaking, with 

advice on preparing an audience, organizing materials, and using the voice as a tool to express 

meaning.

Summer of secrets -- Langan, Paul

Lonely without her grandmother and ex-boyfriend, sad about the troubles in her parents' 

marriage, and struggling with anxiety after nearly being raped, Darcy Willis learns that one of 

her friends is hiding a difficult secret.

Tales from a not-so-fabulous life -- Russell, Rachel Renee

Fourteen-year-old Nikki Maxwell writes and sketches in her diary about her struggle to be 

popular at her exclusive new private school, and about giving up on being part of the elite 

group, before figuring out a way to simply be herself.

Tales from a not-so-graceful ice princess -- Russell, Rachel Renee

When her crush Brandon reveals that the animal shelter where he volunteers is in danger of 

being closed, Nikki and her friends enter an ice skating competition to help raise money, an 

effort that is compromised by an interfering Mackenzie.

32672W4  $     17.91 

0291JY1  $       3.89 

0576HG4  $     12.31 

0367BV5  $       3.89 

0397PD6  $     21.54 

0366YV6  $       3.89 

0217QU4  $       3.89 

24556U4  $       3.89 

21935S6  $     16.20 
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0188BZ6  $     11.94 



Tales from a not-so-happy heartbreaker -- Russell, Rachel Renee

Middle-school drama queen Nikki Maxwell worries about asking a boy to her school's 

"sweetheart dance."

Tales from a not-so-popular party girl -- Russell, Rachel Renee

Nikki's diary describes a frightful Halloween, on which she helps with her sister's ballet class 

party at the same time she is Brandon's date for their middle school Halloween dance, where 

she has promised to spend the evening with her two best friends.

Tales from a not-so-smart Miss Know-It-All -- Russell, Rachel Renee

Nikki Maxwell, having joined the school newspaper staff in an effort to keep details about her 

crush on Brandon out of Mackenzie's gossip column, is assigned to be the advice columnist, 

but after getting flooded with letters asking for her guidance, she becomes overwhelmed and 

must ask her friends Chloe and Zoey for help.

Tales from a not-so-talented pop star -- Russell, Rachel Renee

When scholarship student Nikki Maxwell, whose father is the school exterminator, decides to 

enter the talent show at her expensive private school, her nemesis MacKenzie threatens to 

reveal Nikki's status to the rest of the school.

Tales of Charles Dickens : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

Presents simplified adaptations of six stories by Charles Dickens.

Tales of Edgar Allan Poe : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

A collection of adaptations of works by Edgar Allan Poe.

Tales of fright : retold timeless classics -- Hall, Peg

A collection of classic horror stories by various authors.

Tales of heroes -- Hall, Peg

Presents retellings of five classic stories and one play about heroes, bravery, and selflessness.

Tales of Louisa May Alcott : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

Presents retellings of four short stories by Louisa May Alcott, and includes a play based on 

"The Silver Party."

Tales of Mark Twain : retold timeless classics -- Hall, Peg

A collection of retold classic stories by Mark Twain.

Tales of mystery : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

Presents a collection of short classic mysteries including "The Adventure of the Dancing Men" 

and "The Beetle Hunter" by Arthur Conan Doyle and "The Lost Ghost" by Mary Wilkins 

Freeman.

Tales of O. Henry : retold timeless classics -- Hall, Peg

A collection of seven adaptations of classic short stories by O. Henry.

Tales of Rudyard Kipling : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

A collection of short stories featuring classic characters from Rudyard Kipling's writings.

Tales of Sherlock Holmes : retold timeless classics -- Owens, L. L

A collection of short stories and a play recounting the adventures of Sherlock Holmes.

Tales of the Old West : retold timeless classics -- Hall, Peg

Presents a collection of classic tales set in the Old West including five short stories and a three-

act play.

Tales of the Seven Wonders : retold timeless classics -- Reece, Paula

Presents retellings of classic tales about the seven wonders of the ancient world, including the 

Lighthouse at Alexandria, and the Great Pyramid of Giza.

Tales of Washington Irving : retold timeless classics -- Hall, Peg

0617MG9  $     11.94 

0074DA0  $     11.94 

0994TB7  $     11.94 

0063CMX  $     11.94 

16984Q3  $     17.95 

22133P8  $     17.95 

10669P5  $     17.95 

20196P9  $     17.95 

28064P6  $     17.95 

24647PX  $     17.95 

09561Q7  $     17.95 

25302P6  $     17.95 

11462P8  $     17.95 

05759P3  $     17.95 

05389P0  $     17.95 

23991PX  $     17.95 

10735P2  $     17.95 



A collection of adaptations of works by Washington Irving.

Tapestry of hope : Holocaust writing for young people

An anthology of first person accounts and published writings which reveal the heartbreak, 

courage, and hope that defined the Holocaust.

The test -- Kern, Peggy 

High school student Liselle Mason, having found out she is pregnant, struggles to decide what 

to do and who she can trust.

Twimericks : the book of tongue-twisting limericks -- Brooks, Lou

An introduction to limerick poetry that features thirty verses with humorous illustrations, and 

includes selections entitled "Toucans in the Yukon," "Cheesy Chicken," "Nosy Rosy," and 

others.

Uncle John's kid-topia bathroom reader for kids only!

Read and find fascinating facts and brain-building activities guaranteed to make you smarter, 

funnier, more interesting, and better looking than your friends! (Well, maybe not that last 

part).

Until we meet again -- Schraff, Anne E 

Darcy's distress over her boyfriend Hakeem's move to Detroit, her grandmother's increasing 

frailness, and other changes in her life, leads her to make a big error in judgment when she 

becomes involved with the brother of a young woman who is employing Darcy as a babysitter.

Vlad the impaler : the real Count Dracula -- Goldberg, Enid A

Chronicles the life and vicious exploits of Vlad the Impaler who, during the fifteenth century, 

extended his reign of terror across most of the known Roman world.

Walking on the boundaries of change : poems of transition -- Holbrook, Sara

A collection of poems about issues facing young adults, from new experiences to making 

choices.

Way to go! : sports poems -- Morrison, Lillian

Verses describe the joy and excitement of sports such as basketball, skiing, sprinting, biking, 

and surfing.

Where do I belong? : plays about fitting in -- Gourley, Catherine

Contains two readers' theater scripts, accompanied by graphic novel-style illustrations and 

discussion questions, designed to promote thinking and understanding about self-acceptance.

The year of goodbyes : a true story of friendship, family, and farewells -- Levy, Debbie

Debbie Levy reveals the story of her mother's life in 1938, the family's last year in Germany 

before they escaped Nazi persecution, based on the poems, inscriptions, and drawings 

collected in twelve-year-old Jutta's autograph book, and describes Jutta's life in New York City.
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